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Abstract— The paper analyzes and explains the racial and
gender meanings in African female literature, particularly
in Buchi Emecheta’s Second Class Citizen. The analysis is
made from an Afrocentric -feminist perspective. Thus the
research findings have shown how the social and
ideological constructions of race and gender could
engender networks of racism and sexism for both sexes.
Through the experience of Adah, the paper describes the
manner in which the colored woman could be double
oppressed due to her gender and race. In spite of the
obstacles placed before her due to racism and sexism, the
findings have indicated that the heroine, Adah, thanks to
her determination, and her strong desire to be independent,
was able to integrate the English society by obtaining a first
class job as librarian at North Finchley Library. She
succeeded where many black men failed like her husband,
Francis. Although the paper concludes that education and
financial independence are efficient means for the
empowerment of the African woman, it also reveals the
Eurocentric attitude of the novelist. It is therefore found out
that Emecheta reproduces some of the same Eurocentrists’
stereotypes about Africa by considering the African man
and his culture as responsible for the marginalization of the
African woman.
Keywords— Race, Racism, Gender, Sexism, Culture,
Afrocentric feminist Perspective.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Buchi Emecheta is a Nigerian novelist who is highly
important in African female literature. She is also a
committed writer who has always struggled for the equality
of sexes in Africa and in Europe. Her different literary texts
better attest such a point of view. From her first novel, In
the Ditch (1972), to the last one, The New Tribe(2000), she
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has placed an emphasis on issues like gender, racism,
sexism, African culture and many other important topics
related to the mental, political and cultural freedom of
colored people in Africa and outside Africa, especially the
black woman. This does not mean that Emecheta is not
interested in other issues of great importance for humanity
such as peace, development, economy, justice and others.
In regard to the above, it becomes axiomatic to specify
that the paper’s main objective is to discuss and explicate
the particular way the issue of gender in relation to race can
cause the double-subjugation and oppression of African
women, especially, when they leave Africa for a newly
racial disparate society (Europe). It does not only explain
how this particular work of Emecheta depicts and
interrogates the oppression and subalternization of African
women within capitalist, male-oriented societies across the
two continents: Africa and Europe, but it also shows the
way through which the subalternity and oppression of
African women could be alleviated or terminated. It
signifies that the emphasis of the study is placed on
explaining the issue of race and gender as foregrounded in
the character of Adah in Second Class Citizen. Although
this is the main objective of the paper, it as well seeks to
criticize the Eurocentric attitude of Emecheta in such a
literary text from an Afrocentric feminist perspective
because of the importance that the authors of the paper have
also given to the defense of African culture and civilization.
They also do this because they believe that no civilization
on earth can entirely be regarded as perfect without having
within itself some good and bad aspects. In addition, people
or writers should not be blind about cultural difference and
diversity which is important to avoid the ideologies of
essentialism and Eurocentrism.
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In order to attain such an objective, the study has
formulated the following research questions:
 What are the different racial and gender
implications in Emecheta’s Second Class Citizen?
 What is the kind of feminist ideology that is
developed by Emecheta in her narrative of Second
Class Citizen?
 And can we really rate Emecheta as a true African
feminist who does not reproduce Eurocentric
feminists’ thoughts in her narrative?
It is actually from striving to find some answers to these
formulated research questions in consistence with the
objective of the study ,and from an exclusively afrofeminist perspective that the below sections develop th e
theme of race and gender as evoked in Emecheta’s Second
Class Citizen.
1. Color and Racial Implications in Second Class
Citizen
To begin with, it is cautious to elucidate that the term,
color, is generally related to the notion of race which is
defined and understood by people according to the
complexion of one’s skin. The implication of the foregoing
is that the meaning of race is generally associated with the
ideological conception and perception of blackness and
whiteness. As it can be noticed across nations, the very idea
of race1 has been the subject and object of many debates for
many years now culminating in some Western scholars
defining and categorizing human beings into different
groups on the basis of the color of their skin. In conformity
with Caucasian racist ideas, theories have been propounded
by some Western thinkers, such as Gobineau, Darwin,
Hegel, Jung and Lucien Levy Bruhl2 , to show and promote

1

For more clarification, this postcolonial concept means the
different divisions and classifications of human beings on
the basis of their physical and biological characteristics.
Race indeed started to bear ideological meanings of
discrimination in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
During those periods, it was generally used as a pretext by
colonial European powers to justify the practice of slavery
and “the White man’s burden” which is the civilizing
mission.
2 He is one of the most important French theorists of race
and color. In his book, How the Natives Think, Trans.Lilian
A. Clare (1926; reprint, Princeton, N.J; 1985), Levy Bruhl
in referring to black people says: “Primitives see with eyes
of like ours, but they do not perceive with the same minds.”
This thought of Levy Bruhl importantly attests the
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the idea of the superiority of the white race over the black
race and others.
In order to establish and maintain a world of polarities
between and among human races and to justify their
scramble for the wealth and raw materials of Africa,
Europeans saw themselves as being divinely ordained by
God to civilize “the heart of darkness” in reference to
Africa. So they accordingly promoted what they call “the
civilizing mission” so as to hide their actual economic and
exploitative intentions towards Africa and Africans. The
spirit of the civilizing mission is indeed enshrined in the
belief that some people or races are naturally “civilized”
and “superior” whereas others are believed to be
“uncivilized” and “inferior”. Thus, Europe or the West
becomes the center and the reference of the world. Any
belief or practice which is different from such a cultural
locus is denigrated and considered “primitive” or “harmful”.
This has been one of the major strategies used by some
White Westerners during the slave trade and the colonial
periods to enslave, colonize, exploit and marginalize people
of color on their own soil as well as on the white Man’s
land as displaced people. In like manner, neo-colonialism
and the present globalizing trend are actually new strategies
invented by Westerners to continue to exploit, margin alize
and discriminate against black people on the basis of the
color of their skin. They are actually coalesced in the
promotion and the maintenance of the s uperiority and
hegemony of the white race over the black one
economically, politically, culturally and even globally
through their economic power.
In view of the foregoing, it is important to note that when
a black African woman immigrates to the West, where
Eurocentrism is the norm, she would also be the subject of
various stereotyping and discriminatory behavior vis-a-vis
herself as the other on the basis of her color. The literary
text which is the object of our investigation is also written
by a person of color who is presently living in England. It is
a place where she has immigrated to in search of a better
education, and qualification. She also migrates to this new
geographical location for her self-fulfilment without fully
being aware of the stereotypical problems and racism that
she and other black people of England might face as
depicted in her biographical book, Head Above Water
(1989). Like in the experience of this female novelist
herself, the protagonist of Second Class Citizen, Adah, also
experiences the same stereotypical treatment by the English
stereotypes and misconceptions generally associated with
the black race.
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people. Emecheta, in her struggle against any form of
discrimination against people of color, especially women of
African ancestry, intelligently depicts and shows in this
novel that color constitutes a real problem in English
society with its corollary of stereotypes and racism. She
indirectly does this through the character of Adah in order
to sensitize the reader about the misconceptions and false
ideologies which are generally engendered by the ideology
behind the issue of race in Western society. By this story of
Adah and from a biographical approach, the Nigerian
novelist may intend to emphasize, through the voice her
narrator, the denigrating power of color and race in Western
society like England as exemplified by Adah’s experiences
as a young and black woman in a particular White society.
The following excerpt subsequently paints a poignant
picture of racism against Blacks by English people:
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On one occasion, he was asked to remove his
trousers, his mates wanted to see whether
Africans had tails or not because that was the
story they were told during the war. Adah
remembered her father telling some of his
friends something like that, but she had been
too young to understand. When she heard of
Mr. Noble’s case, she knew that such stories
really were told. In any case, Mr. Noble
removed his trousers for a pint of beer. It was
then that he became so popular, popular and
generous enough to be given the name
‘Noble’. He was such a noble man that he
would do anything for his mates, even taking
his trousers off. (Emecheta, 1974, p.84)

not clearly shows the extent to which certain white people
have developed false ideas about the black race. Through
this incident, the novelist intends to express the degree to
which black people, due to the invented meanings
associated with the color of their skin, are looked down
upon through the gaze of the white man as depicted in
Second Class Citizen. In addition, the fact that the novelist
names this character Mr. Noble, it is first meant to reflect
the ways through which white people unconsciously or
consciously view colored people as animal-like, and second
to make an implicit allusion to the Western enterprise of the
civilizing mission .In closely analyzing the other side of the
coin, people may also see that Mr. Noble indeed symbolizes
this type of African who has not been able to understand
that he is just like the white man.
In the same dynamics and through the character of Adah
in Second Class Citizen, people may clearly see that, like
the novelist herself as already mentioned in the paper, the
protagonist also immigrates to London which may signify
that there is probably a close relation between the story of
Adah and the life of the author herself. It may also connote
that the experience of Adah is presented in the novel in
order to unveil the problems that black men and women
may encounter while in a new culturally displaced world
like London. In this regard, when Adah reaches England as
she has always wished it, she soon gets pregnant and gives
birth to her third child, Bubu, a boy. As a mother, a wife
and an African Igbo woman in a new “hostile” sociocultural environment, Adah sees and experiences “the
coldness of the English people” because she is first a
woman and then an African. This coldness of the English
people is well expressed as it follows:

The connotative meaning of Mr. Noble in the excerpt
implicitly refers to white people’s racist concept of “noble
savages” while talking about black people in general. This
concept is paradoxical and ironical because how can a
savage be noble? That is the question to be asked, but in the
white man’s mind, a noble savage is an “uncivilized” or
“backward” black person who begins to adjust his way of
life to that of the white man but who has not yet reached the
same standard of civilization like the former or who simply
knows that he should obey the master like a “loyal dog”. In
the eyes of the other white characters of the novel, this
behavior of Mr. Noble perfectly rhymes with the idea of a
“tamed savage” black man who is now being touched by
Western civilization becaus e of his obedience. Yet, the fact
that these white characters ask Mr. Noble to take off his
clothes so that they can see whether Mr. Noble has a tail or

England gave Adah a cold welcome. The
welcome was particularly cold because only a
few days previously they had been enjoying
bright and cheerful welcomes from ports like
Takoradi, Freetown and Las Palmas. If Adah
had been Jesus, she would have passed
England by. Liverpool was grey, smoky, and
looked uninhabited by humans. It reminded
Adah of the loco-yard where they told her Pa
had once worked as a moulder. In fact the
architectural designs were the same. But if, as
people said, there was plenty of money in
England, why then did the natives give their
visitors this poor, cold welcome? Well, it was
too late to moan, it was too late to change her
mind (Emecheta, 1974, p.33).
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As expressed in the above, Adah has not totally been
accepted by the British people as a full member of their
society like the other black people that she finds in London.
In reading between the lines, the reader may understand that
the kind of white society depicted in Emecheta’s text is
phallocentrically capitalist where people are judged and
divided into classes according to their gender, race and
economic power. It means that some works are only
destined to black people or women and certain other
lucrative works are reserved for white males only, and
despite the kind of education that Adah received in Nigeria
before coming to London does not help her when she first
puts her feet on the British soil. This state of affairs has
greatly impacted negatively on the living conditions and the
integration of Adah in such a new socio-cultural
environment in the first place. Through the voice of an
omniscient narrator, the novelist directly or indirectly tries
to reveal how the issue of color and gender can affect the
life of any colored woman. In addition people could come
to comprehend that this is due to Eurocentrism which is
based on the power and domination of the white male figure
over the other races and sexes.
As the title Second Class Citizen indicates, it is in
England that the protagonist becomes a second class citizen.
This idea of being considered as second class citizens is due
to the ideological organization of the English society in
which roles are defined according to the status and the color
of one’s skin. This has a great psychological impact on the
protagonist, as well as the many Africans living in a London
of discrimination, racism and segregation nearly in all levels
of the English society. For instance, in the novel, animals
such as dogs are portrayed as having better treatment and
consideration by English people than colored people,
especially Africans or descendants of Africans living in
such a culture. Through the particular attention and the great
care that English people have for dogs in Second Class
Citizen, the author thus intends to highlight the extent to
which animals are better treated by Englis h people than
Blacks who are human beings. In the same vein, it is
revealed in the novel that, “They love dogs, the English do.
Yes, they love their dogs, Francis continued; so much so
that they would rather the dogs butcher a black man, than let
the black man kill the dog.”(p.134). The foregoing
consequently indicates that the issue of color is
problematized by the novelist in this text in order to project
the pernicious implications that are associated with the idea
of color and race in the Western world, namely in England,
and at the same time to alert people about the racist and
www.ijels.com
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sexist networks at work in the English society. For instance,
in a discussion with her wife in Second Class Citizen,
Francis explains that:
“You must know, my dear young lady, that in
Lagos you maybe a million publicity officers
for the Americans, you may be earning a
million pounds a day, you may have
hundreds of servants: you may be living like
elite, but the day you land in England, you
are a second class citizen. So you can’t
discriminate against your own people because
we are all second class.” (Emecheta,
1974,p.37)
The passage undoubtedly sustains that the level of
education of Africans does not generally prevent them from
being marginalized and rejected in a London of the sixties
because the rule was based on the ideological constructions
of racial connotations. Blacks are looked down upon and
this English attitude shows that colored people are
considered undesirables in the English society. They are
accordingly confined to their own space of subalternity
which negatively impacts on the psychology of black people
like the character Francis and his other countrymen.
From analyzing the character of Francis, it can be observed
that he is unconsciously programmed and interpellated by
the racist ideology of English society. He, therefore, accepts
his subalternity and the secondary role that he has to play in
England. In the same way, he wants to force his wife to
accept this fact because he is deeply convinced that a Black
cannot succeed in such a racially divided English society.
By the narrative voice, the author reveals that although God
created all human beings equal, some are rated superior to
the others just on the basis of their races. This is also
exemplified in Second Class Citizen, especially, when Adah
and her husband start looking for a better accommodation.
The different white landlords they visit for accommodation
refuse to give them their houses because of their
“Blackness” even though they have the required money to
pay their rent. In some cases, Adah and her husband even
propose double the normal price for the rent but they were
still refused accommodation. They have failed so many a
times that when they were given an appointment to see a
house for rent; Adah has to affect her accent to resemble the
American accent. She does so in order to give the
impression that she and her husband are not Blacks but
Americans. In other words, they have to hide their black and
African identity before being accepted into the English
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society. This attitude of the heroine clearly evidences shows
the extent to which black people are marginalized and
relegated to the periphery of the English society and the
narrator better illustrates this in the like manner:
In any case, Francis and Adah had to look for
another place to live. If it had been possible
for them to find a new place, they would have
been moved within weeks of her arrival in
London. But it had not been. During the days
and weeks that followed, she had asked
people at work if they knew of anywhere. She
would read and reread all that shop windows
had to advertise. Nearly all the notices had
‘sorry, no coloureds’on them. Her househunting was made difficult because she was
black...She was beginning to learn that her
colour was something she was supposed to be
ashamed of. (Emecheta, 1974, pp.70-71)
This issue of race is problematized in Emecheta’s
Second Class Citizen in order to conscientize Africans and
Whites about the predicament that the ideological
implications of the concept of race may cause for colored
people living in a European society. The author of the above
mentioned novel is race-conscious and her intention may be
to remind the reader that race and racism are unfortunately
woven. They are consequently responsible for the social
stratification of the English society into two racial classes:
white people and black people. This particular division
plays a great psychological damage on Francis and his other
male countrymen as portrayed in Second Class Citizen
because they were called into accepting and believing in the
inferior position which is given and imposed upon them as
true and natural.
2.

Understanding the Meanings of Gender in
Second Class Citizen
Europe has historically been known for its patriarchal
culture and its relegation of women on the margins of
society where European women were denied some of their
basic rights such as the right to vote, education, job etc. This
particular fact in the his tory of Europe has greatly
contributed to also render the African woman vulnerable as
a subhuman being on the margins of the Western world.
Consequently, Adah in Second Class Citizen is badly
treated from a multiplicity of centers: within her own
community and among other black people, because of
certain phallocentric and patriarchal values inherent in
www.ijels.com
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many African cultures especially in the Igbo, Yoruba and
English societies as written by the novelist. Despite the fact
that Adah is caught between two gigantic forces of racism
and patriarchy, which she experiences daily and encoun ters
among her own people and on the streets of London, she
never gives up the fight in rejecting the inferiority of black
people, as well as her subalternity among her own people
because of her being a woman. Adah is viewed by white
Londoners as of an inferior race and she is at the same time
oppressed and ill-treated by her husband and her other Igbo
and Yoruba countrymen as if they were still in Nigeria. To
show the denigrating attitudes of Adah’s husband and her
other kinsmen towards her on the basis of her gender, the
narrator of Second Class Citizen cleverly expresses the
worry of the protagonist in the face of the sexist attitudes of
her compatriots and the acceptance of Blacks in general to
play secondary roles in the kind of English society depicted
in the novel in the like words:
What worried her most was the description
‘second-class’. Francis had become so
conditioned by this phrase that he was not
only living up to it but enjoying it, too. He
kept pressing Adah to get a job in a shirt
factory .Adah refused. Working in a factory
was the last thing she would do. After all, she
had several ‘O’and ‘A’ levels and she had
part of the British Library Professional
Certificate [...] Why should she go and work
with her neighbors who were just learning to
join their letters together instead of printing
them? Some of them could not even speak
any English even though it was becoming a
colloquial language for most Igbos. To cap it
all, these people Yorubas, the type of
illiterate Yoruba who would take joy in
belittling any Igbo. But Francis mixed with
them very well, and they were pushing him to
force her to take the type of job considered
suitable for housewives, especially black
housewives. (Emecheta, 1974, p.38)
The above quotation better illustrates the extent to which
African women can be victims of their gender, especially
when they are from a culture which socially constructs,
encourages and maintains some male phallocentric
ideologies and values. Beside to this, it can be understood
that Emecheta is exposing the complexities of Adah’s
challenge, as well as those of African women in general. In
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a reflection on the first year of Adah’s arrival in London,
the narrator reports that:
Thinking about her first year in Britain, Adah
could not help wondering whether the real
discrimination, if one could call it that, that
she experienced was not more the work of
her fellow-countrymen than of the Whites.
Maybe if the blacks could learn to live
harmoniously with one another, maybe if a
West Indian landlord could learn not to look
down on the African, and the African learn to
boast less of his country’s natural wealth,
there would be fewer inferiority feelings
among the blacks. (Emecheta, 1974,p.70)
This indeed reinforces the predicament in which the
African woman finds herself. She is trapped by her gender
and race and suffers because of the ideology behind these
two concepts. Hence, it may be construed from the above
excerpt that Emecheta, as an African feminist, is clearly
showing, through the character of Adah, how it is not easy
to be a woman generally, not to mention the case of a
person of color abroad, because some African customs and
traditions also favor the negligence, marginalization and
deprivation of African women of their ``humanness``, as
well as of most of their basic rights. The experience of Adah
is intelligently constructed by Emecheta to criticize and
reveal the hostilities and discrimination of Whites against
other races, especially the black one. The latter can also
downplay the psychological confidence of the African
woman or man in herself or himself. Thus, in Second Class
Citizen, the novelist is at the same time raising the
awareness of the reader about the various stereotypical
assumptions associated with the issue of race and
subalternity, and implicitly explaining the existence of a
world of diversity and difference. She via the voice of the
narrator throws up the issue of cultural difference as an
established barrier between cultures and races and indirectly
pushes for the harmonization and dialog of cultures where
some cultures and races will not be considered superior in
comparison with the others like the West and the Orient or
the North and the South, or men and women or White and
black in an ideological binary opposition.
Now, the importance of cultural and racial difference lies
in the possibility of going beyond these polarities and
oppositions between cultures, races and sexes in order to
give way to a third space where the other may emerge. It is
actually within this kind of third space that Adah succeeds
www.ijels.com
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to obtain a first class job of her rank as a librarian and it is
also thanks to this third space of enunciation that she has
been able to integrate into the English society where color
or race seriously matters.
From the analysis of Second Class Citizen, it is
understood that the emergence of a third space deconstructs
all the binary oppositions between races and sexes because
there is no pure culture or race, or true nature (males’
attributes more positive than female ones) and everything is
related through hybridity 3 and complementarity. In the same
direction of showing the necessity for the complementarity
between black people of different sexes in a totally “hostile”
and racist environment, as well as the importance that an
African woman has or can have in displaced families, the
narrator of Second Class Citizen, in talking about Adah,
reveals that: “She had not been able to buy any clothes since
she arrived in England as all the money she had brought
with her went on food. Francis would not work as he was
studying and he said this would interfere with his progress
(p.39).”
From these lines, people can grasp that the role played by
Adah in her family is deliberately stated by the novelist to
demonstrate that women are
useful in society and
complementary with men. They can always help in the
family like in the case of Adah in Second Class Citizen. In
others words, women should not be regarded as inferior and
useless in African societies or seen as mere means of
solving one’s financial difficulties. In addition to all that,
the friendly relationships that Adah develops with the other
white characters in the novel, especially with the girls of the
library and Janet, is just to attest this sense of
complementarity between white and black races. From her
particular relation with Trudy in comparison with her other
White friends, Adah also comes to comprehend that White
people are just like Blacks and the preconceived idea th at
she has had about the superiority of the white race over the
black one ended up to be unfounded through the below
revelation of the narrator:
She babbled all the way home, telling Adah
her whole life history and the history of her
parents and grandparents. But Adah could not
3

Hybridity here means that all cultures and people are
interrelated through origins and ancestry. That is, there are
no pure and superior cultures than others in the world
because all cultures have the same socio-historical origins.
And all human beings created by God have the same
original ancestry.
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stop thinking about her discovery that the
Whites were just as fallible as everyone
else.There were bad Whites and good Whites
,just as there were bad blacks and good
blacks! Why then did they claim to be
superior? (Emecheta, 1974, p.52)
From an Afrocentric perspective the above implies that
Africans and Blacks in general should not underestimate
themesleves, for a Black is not that different from a White
in terms of human terms (intelligence, feelings, creativity
and civilization).Apart from the color diffrence, whatever
the White can do or does, the Black can also do it.He may
even do it better than the white man and vice versa.This is a
remainder for those postcolonial Africans or Blakcs who
have unfortunately accepted their subalternity and
inferiority before the white man like Mr.Noble in this
narrative of Buchi Emecheta.This realization of Adah in
Second class Citizen is actaully salient because it more
reassures the heroine about the problems that a black
woman may face in a culturally displaced location.It also
eases her integration into the English society.This
realization has also helped her to get rid of the complex of
inferiority that she has always had about the meanings of
gender, race and subalternity and the happy ending of the
story confirms this.
3. The Eurocentric Discourse of Emecheta’s
Second Class Citizen
Although Second Class Citizen is a good African text
which criticizes certain negative cultural practices and
values of Igbo culture, it unfortunately disseminates some
Western stereotypical images of Africa.The stereotypical
images of Africa conveyed in this novel are believed to be
rooted in the unconscious effects of colonialism and
neocolonialism upon the author of such an interesting
literary text.For instance, she has used the term tribe many
times in Second Class Citizen to refer to her Igbo
community or the Yoruba nation:
From that day on,no boy ever volonteered to
back Adah up any more, but that incident
gave her a nickname which she never lived
down : the tigress .Some of her Yoruba
classmates used to ask her what human flesh
tasted like,because ‘you Igbos used to eat
people,didn’t you?’Well,Adah didn’t know
about the cannibalistic tendencies of her
tribe;…(Emcheta,1974,pp.15-16).
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The term tribe from the viewpoints of scholars like
Ngugi Wa Thiong’o, Kwakuvi Azasu , the author of this
paper and many others, it is connotatively negative and
ideologically charged.What the author tries to point at is
that it generally implies: conflict,disunity between native
communities and on the top of all that this term tribe in
English and French is used by Eurocentrsits to sh ow the
“uncivilized level” of a racially different people from the
white caucasian color. As for the above excerpt , it
accurately confirms the kinds of Eurocentrists’ views on the
African.This sort of misrepresentation of Africans is further
amplified in Emecheta’s Second Class Citizen,especially,
when she writes: “Francis was an African through and
through.A much more civilized man would probably have
found a better way of saying this to his wife (p.24)”.There
are many other examples in the text which reproduce the
same unfounded descriptions of African culture as if
African culture or her Igbo culture is totally “primitive” in
comparison with Western civilization.For the author, there
is no culture which is entirely prefect without any
flaws.There are good aspects of African culture as well as
there are bad aspects of European culture.This blindness of
Emecheta constitutes the major failure of her Second Class
Citizen to authentically depict the socio-cultural realities of
Igbo people and Africans at a larger scale.This does not
mean that she does not promote African cultural values
such as wifehood, motherhood,sisterhood and family.
II.
CONCLUSION
To conclude , it can be uttered that despite all the
problems that Adah faces while in a displaced place like
London because of her status as a woman and because of
her skin’s color in different English social spheres, she
never abandons the struggle for her social ascension in such
a foreign place. This is due to the fact that she is strongly
convinced that she can overcome the horrors of the
patriarchal attitudes of her husband towards her. Things that
the heroine succeeds in achieving in the course of the
development of the story are due to the novelist’s particular
method of characterizing Adah in the novel. Emecheta
indeed characterizes Adah not just as a dynamic and round
character but also as a strong and self-conscious character
that believes in herself and her capability to succeed where
her husband and her other countrymen fail, especially in a
foreign land like London. Thus, it can be understoood that
Emecheta`s Second Class Citizen functions as a didactic
novel because it teaches people that the issue of race and
gender is purely ideological and gives birth to mechanisms
of oppression such as racism and sexism. Desipte all these,
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like Adah does in the novel, Black people who migrate to
Western countries should never give up the fight if they
want to be recognized as full human beings with all their
rights.Besides, people should not always see African culture
as entirely “primitive”because it has also many good aspects
like Western culture and the empowerment of the colored
woman lies in her education and economic autonomy .
In regard to the findings of the study, it can be retained
that race and gender always matter in the English society
because they are responsible for the networks of oppression
such racism and sexism. Also, the findings have shown that
Emecheta’s strand of feminist thought has its roots in the
feminism of Marxism because she advocates the intellectual
and economic autonomy of women through education and
paid jobs.As for the last research question, the study finds
out that Emechata is still under the influence of Eurocentric
ideology because she creates and recreates the same
eurocentric replicas of the African cultural reality by
representing the African man and his culture as the two
major obstacles hindering the social ascension and
empowerment of the African woman.
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